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Abstract: The beams of low energy X-ray (10 to 150 kV) are used in several places in 

the world to treat a wide variety of surface disorders, and between these malignancies. 

As in Brazil, at this moment, there is no calibration laboratory providing the control 

service or calibration of parallel plate ionization chambers, the aim of this project was 

to establish a methodology for calibration of this kind of ionization chambers at low 

energy X-ray beams in terms of absorbed dose to water using simulators in the LCI. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The X-ray beams of low energy (10 - 150 kV) are 

used in several places in the world to treat a wide 

variety of surface disorders, and among these 

malignancies [1]. In addition, low X-ray energies 

are used in intraoperative radiotherapy [2].  

One of the main factors for X-ray used in 

radiotherapy is its rapid attenuation by tissues 

and ease of radiation drive access within an 

operating room [3]. 

Most national and international 

recommendations point advantage in the use of 

parallel plate ionization chambers (IC) in 

dosimetry of therapeutic beams mainly for low-

energy beams. This is mainly for their 

construction characteristics [4]. 

As in Brazil, until now, there is no calibration 

laboratory providing the control service or 

calibration of parallel plates ionization chamber, 

the objective was to establish a methodology for 

calibration of these kind of ionization chamber in 

low-energy X-ray beams in terms of absorbed 

dose to water to be applied at the Laboratório de 

Calibração de Instrumentos (LCI) of Instituto de 

Pesquisas Energéticas e Nucleares (IPEN). 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Initially were performed quality control tests and 

characterization of ionization chambers. All tests 

were performed to two ionization chambers 

model PTW 23344, with serial numbers 0708 

(CA) and 0709 (CB). The analysis procedures 

and the experimental arrangement were made 

following the recommendations of International 

Electrotechnical Commission IEC 60731 [5].  

The previously established radiation qualities 

T-10 to T-50 were confirmed following the 

recommendations of the Bureau International des 

Poides et Mesures (BIPM) [6], and qualities T-70 

and T-100 were established according to DIN [7] 

and TRS 398 [8] recommendations.  

The absorbed dose to water was determined 

using the chambers, CA calibrated in terms of 

absorbed dose and CB in terms of air kerma 

according to equation (1) and (2) respectively. 

                         Equation 1 
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                          Equation 2 

where Nw is the calibration factor for the absorbed 

dose in water, KQ is a specific factor of the CI 

which corrects differences between the quality of 

the reference beam and the quality that is being 

used, M  is the measurement, K is the product of 

factors ki for influence quantities, fw is the 

conversion factor  
 

 
   

  
  , Ka→w is the correction 

factor for transitional measures carried out in the 

air for measurements in the water or water 

equivalent phantom and Ns is the calibration 

factor for the default on exhibit in the air. 

It was subsequently determined for all 

qualities the calibration factor, NDwQ, for the 

chamber CB relative to chamber CA to equalize 

doses obtained for both ionization chambers.   

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

For the test of repeatability and stability in the 

short term, the greatest deviation obtained was 

0.44 % for the chamber CA and 0.22 % for CB, 

been less than IEC 60731 recommended values 

of 0.5 % [5]. For long-term stability it is 

recommended that the measurement of the 

variation generated by irradiation is less than 1 % 

by 1 month. The result obtained for CA was 0.41 % 

and 0.31 % for CB.  

For the leakage current test, it is 

recommended that it should not exceed 0,5 % of 

the lowest measurement obtained during an 

interval of at least 1 min. For ionization chambers 

in the study the results were 0.011 % and 0.010 % 

for CA and CB, respectively. For post irradiation 

leakage current, it is recommended that the 

leakage current measured at 5 s after an 

irradiation of 10 min should decrease ± 1 % of 

measurement obtained during irradiation. For CA 

and CB no change was observed in reading 5 s 

after irradiation.  

For the stabilization time test according to 

IEC 60731 [5] the response variation limits of the 

chamber under irradiation conditions for a period 

between 15 min and 2 h after applying the bias 

voltage must not be greater than 0.5 % of value 

obtained 1 h after applying the bias voltage. For 

both ionization chambers, CA and CB, the 

measurements were always below than 5 %. 

The minimum effective dose rate 

determination was the first characterization test 

performed. Following the methodology 

established by the IEC 60731 [5] the acceptable 

leakage currents for medium charge encountered 

in chambers CA and CB were 4.023 pC and 

3.801 pC, respectively.  

For the saturation curve determination the IC 

were irradiated applying the voltages of ± 100 V, 

± 200 V, ± 300 V e ± 400 V and the readings 

obtained were used to plot a graph load versus 

bias voltage. From the graph it was observed that 

the saturation region for both IC starts at voltage 

of ± 100 V. In this work, the voltage + 400 were 

used as the standard in the measurements.  

The ion collection efficiency was determined 

by using data obtained from the saturation curve 

for the CA and CB chambers. According to 

recommendations, the efficiency in the ion 

collection must be greater than or equal to 99 % 

and should also be found in both polarizations. 

The largest ion recombination found for all 

voltages analyzed was 0.44 % for ionization 

chamber CA and – 0.57 for chamber CB.  

It is recommended that the variation of the 

ionization chamber response to the polarity 

inversion is lower than 1 %. The effect was 

measured for polarity voltages of ± 100 V, 

± 200 V, ± 300 V e ± 400 V and for all voltages 

analyzed the results were above the 

recommended. However, the TRS 398 [8] 

provides that in parallel plate ionization 

chambers used in beams of low energy X-ray the 

change of the polarity distorts the IC window that 

accounts for the difference between the measured 

currents with voltages of reverse polarities.  
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For study the response linearity of the 

ionization chambers varying the dose rate, it was 

plotted a graph with the collected charge versus 

current and obtaining the linear correlation factor. 

For ionization chamber CA the correlation factor 

was 0.999 and for ionization chamber CB was 

1.000.  

The radiation qualities previously established 

at the LCI were re-established using a smaller 

field size, 34 mm in order to reduce scattering 

effects [9]. Comparing the results, the maximum 

variation found for the air kerma rate was less 

than 5 %.  New radiation qualities (T-70 and T-

100) were established. The half-value layer (HVL) 

found diverged reference values.  However, these 

differences are foreseen, as the DIN [7] states 

that the recommended values for thicknesses of 

aluminum used in determining the HVL are 

standards and may vary depending on the X-ray 

equipment used.  

The absorbed doses determined for both IC 

were approximately equal considering the 

obtained uncertainties as shown in table 1. The 

calibration coefficient (         ) obtained for T-

10 to T-100 radiation qualities are show in table 2. 

Table 1. Absorbed Doses Rates obtained 

using the ionization chambers CA and CB. 

Radiation 

Quality 
      

   

   
        

   

   
  

T- 10 165.9 ± 9.5 170.8 ± 8.6 

T- 25 164.9 ± 9.5 168.5 ± 8.9 

T- 30 557.9 ± 32.2 572.1 ± 30.2 

T- 50 (a) 54.4 ± 3.1 55.8 ± 3.0 

T- 50 (b) 255.0 ± 14.6 261.5 ± 14.0 

T- 70 31.5 ± 1.8 32.2 ± 1.8 

T- 100 62.8 ± 3.6 64.8 ± 3.6 

 

Table 2. Calibration coefficient calculated for 

the ionization chamber CB (        ). 

Radiation Quality          (10
9
 Gy/C) 

T- 10 9.22 ± 0.045 

T- 25 9.27 ± 0.047 

T- 30 9.24 ± 0.047 

T- 50 (a) 9.27 ± 0.048 

T- 50 (b) 9.28 ± 0.048 

T- 70 9.53 ± 0.050 

T- 100 9.37 ± 0.050 

4. CONCLUSÕES 

Stability and characterization tests showed the 

excellent performance of the IC and the proper 

functioning of the assembly and electrometer. All 

tests were within the recommended limits except 

for polarization test as expected. Since, for 

parallel plate IC used in low energy X-ray beam, 

the electrostatic distortion of the ionization 

chamber window influences in measurements. 

The reestablishment of the T-10 to T-50 

radiation qualities enabled a lower contribution 

from scattered radiation in measurements and 

therefore more accurate and precise 

measurements. The results showed concordance 

with the results presented by BIPM [6] and 

moreover, the results obtained at deployment 

time of the qualities in LCI despite the variation 

in field size. 

 Because of the correlation between the results 

obtained with the reestablishment of the 

reference was possible to establish the qualities 

of T- 70 and T- 100 with confidence. 

Furthermore, the low uncertainties relating to the 

measurements and the comparisons with results 

obtained in BIPM and DIN indicate that the X-

radiation qualities have been correctly established. 
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 With the absorbed dose measurements it was 

found that an IC calibrated using the formalism 

of NDW (CA) and with Nk formalism (CB) can 

yield about the same absorbed dose to water. 

Therefore, it was possible to determine the 

calibration coefficients for the ionization 

chamber CB in terms of absorbed dose to water 

for all qualities set out in the LCI. 
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